Branching patterns of parabrachial neurons projecting to the central extended amgydala: single axonal reconstructions.
Electrophysiological evidence suggests that the spinoparabrachioamygdaloid pathway carries nociceptive information that may be important for the elaboration of physiological and emotional responses to noxious events. The pontine parabrachial nucleus (pPB) sends a massive projection to the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) and lateral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BSTL), both regions belonging to a broader macrostructure, the central extended amygdala (EAc). The aim of this study was to examine whether different EAc components are targeted by a same pPB neuron, by reconstructing single axonal branching patterns after anterograde labelling. Small deposits of biotinylated dextran amine in the region of the external lateral pPB result in dense and specific labelling in the whole EAc. Reconstructed axons innervate either the lateral or the capsular part of the CeA with perisomatic or bushy terminals, respectively. A subset of axons enters the stria terminalis rostrally to follow its trajectory caudally toward the CeA. Individual axons targeting the CeA usually send collaterals to other EAc components, especially those projecting to the lateral CeA, which often coinnervate the BSTL. By contrast, only few branches were found outside the EAc. These results suggest that the noxious information travelling from the pPB to the CeA may also be transmitted to other EAc components. This pPB-EAc pathway, which appears distinct from the parabrachiohypothalamic and parabrachiothalamic projections, would be the anatomical basis through which the EAc elaborates the autonomic, endocrine, and emotional components of pain.